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8 December, 2016

TikForce Partners with Global Recruitment
Technology Provider First Choice Software
Highlights




TikForce partners with UK headquartered First Choice Software.
TikForce platform made available to First Choice’s large network
of Recruitment firms globally via the RDB ProNet ecosystem.
The TikForce platform will provide RDB ProNet clients with a low
cost, rapid and secure onboarding and verification process.

TikForce Ltd (ASX: TKF, the “Company”) is pleased to announce that it has
partnered with UK Headquartered, global recruitment technology
provider, First Choice Software, part of the Access Group. Locally
positioned with offices in both Singapore and Brisbane, First Choice are
now ideally placed to serve the APAC region. The TikForce system will be
integrated into the “RDB ProNet” recruitment software marketplace
extending a low cost verification and compliance solution to clients,
globally, using the RDB platform.
The TikForce platform automates the validation of individual credentials
and will be instrumental in providing a rapid and secure collation and
process to meet legislative compliance, along with due diligence expected
of the global recruitment industry and their client base.
The TikForce Platform is being integrated into the RDB ProNet
marketplace where it captures and verifies the full competency of a
worker to fulfil a position, faster and more efficiently. Tikforce ensures
compliance, whilst removing the administration burden for recruiters.
Brian Hill, Director of First Choice Software’s APAC division commented:
“As part of the recent expansion of our RDB ProNet product offering into
APAC, a partnership has been formed with TikForce. After a review of the
platform it became clear that their low cost and innovative model would
prove invaluable to both our local and international recruitment clients.
At the heart of the First Choice Software and parent company ethos, is to
be a first-to-market provider of world class technology solutions, be it
enterprise, or in the case of Tikforce, a highly scalable and disruptive
startup technology. We look forward to forging this partnership in the
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Asia Pacific region and introducing the platform to our established UK
market partners and clients.”

TikForce’s chief executive officer, Kevin Baum, said: “we are thrilled to
have entered a partnership with First Choice Software PTE Ltd and The
Access Group. This is a forward looking, global technology powerhouse
which shares the same philosophy on delivering certainty in the digital
realm, particularly in the HR and recruitment industry. It will be a
pleasure to work together toward expanding a presence in the APAC
region, and to be introduced to their extensive client base in the UK”
-endsAbout TikForce
TikForce is a Human Resource technology platform that provides
businesses a more efficient and complete solution for workforce identity,
compliance checks and credentials and qualification screening.
The TikForce platform is faster, cheaper, lower risk and more
comprehensive than traditional systems. For more information please
visit: http://www.tikforce.com/.
About First Choice Software, a division of The Access Group
First Choice Software is a division of The Access Group (UK) (Access).
Access is a leading author of integrated business management software.
The portfolio spans solutions for ERP, finance, HR, Payroll, warehousing,
business intelligence, professional service automation and manufacturing.
More than 12,000 UK businesses and not-for-profit organisations use
Access solutions to improve their performance, profitability and drive
growth, unlocking their business potential through improved business
insight.
Access’ industry-specific solutions differentiate it in the market, and
templated solutions make for rapid and easy deployment. With Access,
businesses can automate operations, streamline processes and share
business information anytime, anywhere.
Access’ aCloud solutions integrate with its finance, ERP, HR and payroll
solutions, allowing Access customers to test the cloud model without
significant changes to their existing infrastructure, and with minimal cost.
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Designed as an open platform, aCloud can also integrate with third-party
systems - whether in the cloud or on-premise

For further information, please contact:
Roland Berzins
Company Secretary

